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Hijackers of America

       Shrouded in a mystery of concealment, the U. S. government,  
media, corporations, foundations, educational institutions, etc. 
are rife with people who have been engaged in unpatriotic, 
traitorous, subversive activities for a long time. Why?  To serve 
the ultimate one-world government conspiracy agenda, whether 
they knew that aspect of it, or not!  Whereby, in a 1945 treaty 
agreement, the United States abdicated its constitutional national 
authority, acquiescing to the international governing control 
delineated in the U. N. Charter.  

       To put it simply, the U. S. capitulated and replaced the 
Constitution, with the U. N. Charter, which can rightly be called 
"Communist Manifesto II".  But you would never know it, listening 
to the President's S. O. T. U. speech last night, saying  that the U. 
S. will never become a socialist nation, when in fact the U. N. 
Charter says that is exactly what we are now, and have been, 
technically since the 1945 UN treaty agreement.  Even to call it a 
socialist democracy, is not the same as a true republic, whch it 
once was! 

       The U. S. was purposely complicit, in the Japanese attack on 
Pearl Harbor (which we knew in advance), and staged a false 
cause for entering WW2, in response to Britain's request for an 
ally against Germany, who was leading Britain industrially and in 
the maritime shipping fleet size and business, plus our own 
growing concern about Japan's industrial and technological 
successes, and attempted hegemony in southeast Asia.  But, by 
1945, the Congress (House and Senate) had been so 
propagandized by Roosevelt and Churchill's lies about Pearl 
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Harbor, that the Senate accepted the UN Charter "without 
reading it".

       But, lest we forget, or don't know, the Bible explicitly informs 
us in many passages, in effect, that all of life plays out on a stage, 
directed either by God or Satan, in a lifelong contest between 
good and evil, over which God has total power and control, and at 
his appointed time, will administer final judgment, and eternally 
prevail and rule in peace and glory on earth and in heaven, in 
cohabitation with all those whom he will have redeemed on 
earth!      

        Eric Arensen, a George Washington University political 
historian said that "a traitor is someone who sells out his country's 
interests."  Which in our case, is exactly what the 1945 treaty 
signers did,  by trading our national sovereignty, and  
independence, and freedoms, for a powerless, interdependent, 
slave nation membership, subject to the tyrannical rule of the U. 
N. New World Order!  Ostensibly, under the guise of international 
peace and security, when in fact, it would result in a despotically 
controlled world, as surreptitiously planned and executed by an 
elitist conspiracy movement, dating back to the 1700s."  

       The famous saying of Navy Commodore, Oliver Hazard Perry, 
from the battle of Lake Erie in 18l3, who said "We have met the 
enemy, and he (it) is us", applies today to the many government 
traitors who sold us out in 1945, and the present-day supporters.  
Of which nefarious act, there has been general ignorance and 
failure to prosecute and punish the culpable parties.  But, as 
someone has wisely said, in reference to our collective 
irresponsibility, "We get the kind of government that we deserve."  

       As I have alluded to before in other comments on the subject, 
it defies normal human behavior to commit such a treasonous act, 
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and then for it to be essentially covered up for more than seventy 
years, and for the perpetrators and participants to whatever 
degee go on in their lives and occupations as if they are innocent 
and blameless!  In fact, seemingly unaware of their complicity, or 
agreement with the great American sellout!

       "The devil made me do it" has more truth to it than most 
people are inclined to believe.  So that the magnitude of this 
mysterious situation is at least paranormal, or of some 
supernatural cause!  Logical observation and thought of the 
complexity of man, and animal life, and nature, and the universe, 
should lead anyone to the only logical conclusion, of a super-
intelligent, super-human, infinitely creative and powerful being.  
And, nothing renders evolution more impossible, than the simple 
true phrase, "intelligent design", to which they ridiculously reply 
that the phrase is only an "unscientific" religious belief.  

       And, so the evolutionists hide behind the unprincipled 
philosophical excuse of Henry Kissinger, "that truth is not the all-
important thing, but rather our perception of it".  And therefore, 
they have even changed the fundamental meaning of science to 
fit the false reasoning and assumptions of their fairy tale theory!  
For instance, they avoid the word logic, because it clearly fits 
creation reasoning, and there's nothing logical or sound about the 
"groping in the dark" theory of evolution.  

       In fact, even though one definition of the word logic (which 
must have escaped their editing) correctly defines it as a "system 
of principles which underlies an art, or science", there is 
practically no mention of the inclusive place of logic, in other 
dictionary omissions of the factor.  That example alone, 
contradicts the exclusion of logic as a necessary element of true 
science!  So, therefore, Kissinger's denial of the importance of 
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truth compared to perception of truth, cannot stand the test of 
logic on a given subject which can be explained or proved by it.   

       Instead, the vast majority of mankind, blindly believes in an 
impossible, accidental "big bang" evolutionary process as if it 
could produce all, or any of the designed intricacies of life, and the 
universe.  When, instead, supernatural creation is self-evident, 
and any other theory of the fictitious idea of human and natural 
evolution, is self-contradictory!  To a creationist, nature is a 
product or work of God, whereas to an evolutionist, nature is God, 
an imaginary, impersonal source and force of the universe!  So, 
instead of believing in something scientifically plausible or 
provable, they religiously adopt an imaginery concept.

       And, on that self-evident level, God and regrettably Satan, can 
influence and cause man's actions according to their supernatural 
wills, whether we know it, or not.  God for good, rightly 
understood, and Satan for evil.  Otherwise, there is no logical or 
conceivable human explanation for all of the extreme actions in 
question.  It is like actors forced to follow a script, beyond their 
natural understanding, ability, or control.       

       All of the seeming mystery ties in to the subversive 
international conspiracy of the New World Order (NWO) master 
plan to disorganize and rob nations of their sovereignty, solvency, 
independence, industrial success, and national and personal 
freedoms and opportunities. 

       There certainly is no rational justification for why supposedly 
responsible people in various positions and occupations in this 
country, with its historically successful capitalist system, and 
unlimited opportunities and freedoms, would opt for a socialist, 
or communist government and economy--which has proven to be 
a failure in the forty or so countries which have operated in the 
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totalitarian, centralized, planned and controlled captive societies 
in the world's history!

       Instead of being the representative republic system of 
government that it was designed and established to be, our 
government has largely functioned in effect as an autonomous 
decision-making political body, independent of citizens' wills, or 
input.  And, has increasingly employed propaganda, 
disinformation, and any other means of deceiving the public 
about its real actions; especially of international effect, i.e. wars, 
etc. 

        As I have cited before, a former director of the CIA, William 
Casey, stated that "We will know that our disinformation service is 
working, when the public believes what we have told them."  And 
another example of many, is when George H. W. Bush said to  
secretary Sue Mclendon, probably in reference to promotion of 
the New World Order conspiracy that, "If people knew what we 
are doing, they would run us out of office, and chase us down the 
street."  

       Is that part of his legacy, or more of a stigma, if it was exposed 
and publically known?  How does a national leader who is 
involved in a traitorous activity, continue in the highest office in 
the land, and be commemorated as a loyal and worthy 
presidential servant of the people?

      How can so many proclaimed, sworn Constitutionalist 
members of government continue to lead double lives, as "wolves 
in sheep's clothing", working to undermine the country, and yet 
not be exposed, and held to account for their insidious unpatriotic 
actions and affiliations?  That is, they hide their globalist 
identities, and yet are assumed to be faithful nationalists?  
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      If anyone thinks that Satan isn't actively, if surreptitiously 
building his kingdom, as he threatened against God, consider for 
one thing how little discussion there is in government, and even 
on conservative talk shows of the one-world government 
conspiracy .  Ask a question about it, and either the receptionist or 
talk show host will immediately tell you that they are not 
interested in ay particular conspiracy "theories", as if the ideas are 
ridiculous, or foolish.  These are the same people who claim to be 
totally for the 1st Amendment free speech privilege.  

      Which applies to all opinions, whether favorable or not, 
agreeable or disagreeable, the same freedom of expression 
should be available to everyone!  Public discourse cannot be 
arbitrarily limited or disallowed.  The free exchange of ideas and 
beliefs should be welcome, and unrestricted except for some 
imposed restraint on agreeable moral grounds, or abusive attacks, 
and certain national security protections.   

     It is not common knowledge, but many of these disloyal 
statesmen, and others belong to secret, evil societies, like the 
Skull & Bones Society of Harvard, and Bohemian Grove.  They take 
blood oaths, and follow secretive requirements, swearing 
allegiance, not to God, but to Satan!  Even the oaths by which 
they swear to uphold the U. S. Constitution are not binding to 
them, because they are indoctrinated with overruling Satanic 
worship and obedience to his false teachings.  And, even as the 
Bible says, "No man can serve two masters".

      Recalling the quote I cited from Eric Arensen, a GWU 
professor, who said that "a traitor is someone who sells out his 
country's interests", a particular organization fits the mold: the 
"Project for a New American Century" (PNAC), which has since 
been disbanded as such, and boldly re-named  the "Foreign Policy 
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Initiative", as if it has governmental authority, which, in effect, it 
does! 

       The PNAC, or the FPI, supports and pushes imperialistic 
exploitation of resources. along with the CIA, to further 
multinational business interests, through the use of preemptive 
military attacks, which necessitates a huge budget at the expense 
of social programs, and infrastructure maintenance and 
construction.  The deteriorating effect of which is evident 
throughout the country!

        The Real News Network, TRNN, stated the NWO-connected 
movement as, "The assertion of military might around the globe."  
A 1998 letter from PNAC to Pres. Clinton urged him to invade Iraq 
to depose Saddam Hussein.  Quoted from the website "Spingola 
Speaks" (along with some of the other information). 

       The Dept. of Defense has adopted the PNAC program "for 
world domination through pervasive warfare."  To anybody that is 
awake and alert, even if previously unaware, that information 
ought to have serious impact!  A one-word description of that 
problem is "infiltration".  

        Again, from Spingola Speaks, "Promoters of American 
imperialism, and 'Full-Spectrum' dominace is funded by the Sara 
Scaife Foundation, the John M. Olin Foundation, and the Bradley 
Foundation."

        These are examples of the entrenched "neocon war hawk" 
mentality and guiding doctrine for much of our national military 
action in the world.  "A major focus of our military policy, long 
before the 9/11/01 manufactured false flag, or new "Pearl 
Harbor" attack, was the planned invasion of Iraq".

       If anyone doubts, or is uninformed about the foregoing, read 
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the revealing exposes of creditable authors like William Jasper 
("The UN Exposed"), Deanna Spingola ("Spingola Speaks" 
website), Alex Jones website, Thomas Eddlem ("Exposing the 
UN"), and even the revealing comments of David Rockefeller 
himself, a major NWO promoter.  Also read UN Agenda 21, radical 
world changes to be made, including genocidal global 
"sustainable" population control at approximately 500 million 
people.

        Some names associated with the underground NWO 
conspiracy movement are:

David Rockefeller, Irving Krstol, Bill Kristol, G. H. W. Bush, G. W. 
Bush, Jeb Bush, Cordell Hull, Allen and John Foster Dulles, Richard 
Helms, William Colby, Lyman Lemnitzer, Harry Truman, William 
Casey, Henry Kissinger, Dwight Eisenhower, James Warburg, Jacob 
Schiff, McGeorge and William P. Bundy, Dr. Richard Day, Zbigniew 
Berzezinski, William H. Taft, Henry Cabot Lodge, Jimmy Carter, 
Paul Volker, Alan Greenspan, Ronald Reagan, Oliver W. Holmes, 
and many others.  .

       In the above listing, certain ones are more notable, and 
involved than others.  Especially, David Rockefeller, one of the 
four Rockefellers, principal activists, financially and operatively, 
being the American equivalent of the English Rothschild family,  
godfathers of the one-world movement.  

        Irving Kristol was the founder of the neoconservative, 
warhawk imperialism promoters.  His son, Bill Kristol, publisher of 
the "Weekly Standard" magazine, is a main conspirator in the 
prevalent neocon activity.  

       George Bush, senior, was a strong advocate of the NWO 
ideology, having given highly partisan speeches to Congress, etc. 
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in his tenure as president.

       Henry Kissinger, a card-carrying communist, David Rockefeller 
agent, who traitorously served in several government positions, is 
a strong participant in the NWO conspiracy.  

       With a self-absorbed sense of intellectual superiority, he has 
maintained a  heartless, elitist philosophy of aspiring to help 
establish a world-controlling oligarchy.  He said that "the issues  
(government matters) are too important to be left to the voters", 
a great majority of whom he considered to be "useless eaters" or 
consumers of too much of the world's resources.

       Typical of his arrogant ego, he said, even in the presence of 
Gen. Haig, that "Military men are just dumb, stupid animals to be 
used as pawns in foreign policy."  Tell that to the millions of 
admirers and respecters of George Washington!  And, reflecting 
his inherent megalomaniacal ambition, Kissinger stated that 
"Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac."  

       An acknowledged genocidist (drastic population reduction 
advocate), and infamous war criminal, Kissinger ironically won  
the Nobel Peace Prize in 1973.  Considering his evil machinations 
and influence in government decision-making, it is right to say 
that he functioned highly effectively as a "Devil's Decoy". or  
"Dupe".  And yet, he is consulted as a guest commentator on 
conservative TV shows, and other media and government circles, 
as if he is a reliable, respected, patriotic confidant and advisor.  Go 
figure!

       Ronald Reagan, whether he half-realized what he was doing or 
not, in 1985 signed onto the Soviet "school to work" training 
program with Mikhel Gorbachev.  I cannot believe that Reagan's 
action was not a designed and intentional plan, that he agreed to.  
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       How could such a radical change that was developing in our 
education system not be fully understood by a President of the U. 
S.?  Reagan had capable advisors, like Ed Meese, but who failed to 
do the right thing himself, regarding resisting or opposing the 
Soviet school training decision.  And, since he failed to remind 
Reagan of his intention to meet with Charlotte Iserbyt ( a special 
advisor in the Dept. of Educ.) about a letter she had written to 
him, it is more than doubtful that he intended to.   

       And, there were other negative things done by Reagan that 
were significant.  But, nothing will outrank the damage yet to be 
realized from adopting the Soviet "school to work" training 
system!  If, and when it is ever fully integrated, it will be the death 
knell of  true academic education, and ultimate achievement 
levels historically realized.  

       In brief, the Soviet teaching (training) system is based on the 
"B. F. Skinner" animal training techniques, which C. S. Lewis called 
a concept so deficient and radical that he made the following 
pronouncement, "When training beats education, civilization 
dies".

       A quote from Carnegie Institute, stated that its mission was 
"To use the schools to change America's capitalist government 
and economic system to a planned and controlled communist 
political system and economy".  Charlotte Iserbyt, a reputable and 
efficient advocate and defendant of traditional education, 
previously mentioned, referred to the U. S. Dept of Education in 
that period as  "A Marxist research curriculum, and dissemination 
factory".  She tried unsuccessfully to inform Reagan of the serious 
deficiencies and corruption in the Education Department, but was 
blocked by some of his associates, especially Ed Meese, and T. H. 
Bell, a communist DOE official.  
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       The Common Core school curricula concept widely used in 
America today, is similar "Outcome Based  Education", which 
employs a limited lock-step uniform training system, to develop 
the workforce required, mainly to serve the financial, and material 
needs and desires of a planned NWO elitist ruling oligarchy, and 
their selective minions.

       Dwight Eisenhower.  No one's life shows how much 
Washington hides the truth about many of our elected officials, 
more than Eisenhower's.  Regarding Eisenhower's German death 
camps, he commented to someone of his staff, "God, I hate the 
Germans, further calling them beasts.  It pains me to recount 
some of Eisenhower's cruel thinking and inhumane actions against 
the German soldiers, and the fact that his conduct in the death 
camps should have disqualified him from any congressional or 
other governmental position.  Instead he should have been tried 
and prosecuted for his disobedience to authority, and 
unconscionable abusive treatment of the German prisoners.

        First of all, it shows how much damage that misplaced, 
irrational hatred can do when it is out of control.  Why would 
Eisenhower blame and horribly punish the German soldiers, when 
they like any country's soldiers were obeying their authorities, 
besides naturally thinking they were avenging the attacks against 
them by the British and Americans, when it was their duty to 
protect and defend their country?

        Secondly, what justifies the soldiers imprisonment, instead of 
being released from capture, and being free to go , when the war 
was over?  Especially when captives of Britain and France were 
permitted to leave and return to their homes!  The only reason for 
imprisoning the German soldiers after the war, must have been to 
inflict more revenge against them, for which is Eisenhower was 
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the guilty culprit, as the ETO commanding general.  

        Sorry, if anyone is offended by those words, but the naked 
truth must be spoken about the inhumane, savage treatment of 
German soldiers, who, after all,  were technically innocent 
"human beings", who had just as much right to continue living as 
free inhabitants of their country, as anybody else!  

        The sordid picture of the cruel treatment of the Germans is 
hard to believe.  The barbaric internment facilities and treatment 
were all at the hands of General Eisenhower!  They are rightly 
called the "Eisenhower Death Camps", showing his intention to 
abuse and debase, and allow the prisoners to die, not simply to 
intern them.  This is especially true, because it was done in 
disobedience and violation of the Geneva Conventions, as well as 
the Uniform Code of Military Justice of the U. S.

       The records show that Eisenhower ignored, or counter-
manded orders from his superiors as to how much rations, and 
other supplies the prisoners were supposed to receive.  The 
deplorable conditions that existed in the camps were typical, even 
though Eisenhower promised at a Paris speech in 1945, to honor 
the Geneva Conventions with regard to humane treatment of 
prisoners.

      Within days he signed an order establishing a deathly DEF 
(Disarmed Enemy Forces) classification for all prisoners--against 
the Geneva Conventions.  Also, Churchill, Stalin, and Roosevelt 
agreed to implememnt the Morganthau Plan, which would 
destroy all German industry--another decision against the Geneva 
Conventions provisions.

       Quoted from Spingola Speaks, "There were about 200 
additional barbed wire enclosed camps in Germany that 
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incarcerated between four and five million individuals by June 
1945.  In flagrant disregard of the Geneva Conventions, the camps 
lacked even the barest facilities found in other camps: barracks, 
laboratories, camp kitchens, infirmaries, and latrines.  

       In the absence of latrines, crowded inmates standing almost 
shoulder to shoulder, by necessity, often relieved themselves 
where they stood--in a growing quagmire of putrid mud.  Latrines 
(ditches) where available, were death traps for those who 
slipped .  Food, water and shelter, basic  human ncessities, were 
mostly unavailable in these camps, although there were sufficient 
supplies available (including food, etc. supplied by the Red Cross, 
refused by the Eisenhower camps), and means could be made 
available to install other services  In fact, the prisoners were 
supposed to receive the same level of provisions and human 
necessities as free American soldiers.

       These were not German camps, but American camps, 
supervised by Eisenhower, where thousands of ordinary soldiers, 
ignorant of their government's atrocities, ultimately starved and 
died (also of disease, lack of medical care, etc.).  Americans were 
not outraged by the atrocities committed in these camps, because 
they were completely ignored by the U. S. media, then and now, 
subsidized and sanitized in history books produced by the West 
German Foreign Office, which, under the direction of Willy Brandt 
provided a long-term coverup of the brutalities.

        After the war, and unknown to many outside of Germany, 
more than fifteen million Germans were driven from their homes 
in Central and Eastern Europe.  These were trusting civilians who 
acccommodated their tyrannical governments.  The Geneva 
Conventions are very clear on the treatment of military prisoners.  

        The agreement signed by most major countries on July 27, 
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1929 purportedly established humane treatment of enemies 
during WWII, and other wars.  Apparently the Geneva 
Conventions meant little to the particular military leaders in 
charge.  Inhumane treatment at the hands of Germans or 
Americans is deplorable, thus prohibited, and punishable.  The 
irony of which is that Eisenhower and the others in charge 
deserved punishment for the abuse and cruel treatment 
themselves, that they put the prisoners through.

       It should be unquestionable not to think that such wretched 
conduct by an army general, should certainly disqualify him from 
any honorable government position--or recognition and 
commendation for the positive service he performed, but 
deserves instead to be classified as dishonorable and disgraceful.  
Deanna Spingola rightly labeled this and other parts of her 
commentary on the subject as, "Criminals and their Camps".

      There are many more participants in the activities that connect 
to, and promote the underground NWO movement under the UN, 
that could be included in this commentary, but I will describe one 
case of a double life of a current TV personality who appears to be 
doing a creditable service for our country's news interests, but 
who has had, if not still, a traitorous neoconservative other side of 
his life!

      That is Tucker Carlson, who heads a Fox News program, 
"Tucker Carlson Tonight".  He was a member of the PNAC (Project 
of a New American Century), which has since disbanded as such, 
but whose war hawk ideology continues, even adopted as the 
operating principles of the Dept. of Defense.  

      Carlson was a contributor to the Weekly Standard, neocon 
journal, along with Chas. Krauthammer, Brit Hume, and Robert 
Kagan (PNAC co-founder), whose writings were geared to the one-
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world government movement.  The magazine was managed by Bill 
Kristol and Fred Barnes.      

      A quick list of the PNAC/DOD objectives is:

1.  Remake America in the image of an imperialistic nation, 
prepared for global domination.

2.  Remake other nations into the socialistic democracy* that 
many people seem to think we have--while abandoning our 
constitution.

3.  They believe we should spend more for defense.

4.  They believe in intervention--hence, the abandonment of the 
more Christian isolationist mentality of the founding fathers. 

5.  Infiltrate and hold high, often unelected government positions.

      Of the 25 signatories to the PNAC, 68% belong to the Council 
of Foreign Relations, whose ultimate goal is fulfillment of the New 
World Order conspiracy!

       *Item 2 above contains what could be a worthy goal: a free 
nation movement. That is, to help socialist/communist countries 
to become a capitalist democracy, or republic.  But, with no 
imperialist, NWO motive by the U. S. involved.  In other words, 
help those countries strive for their own sovereignty and 
independence, that many of them must have once had.  Which 
movement would eventually back them out of UN authority and 
control.  

      Of course, the U. S. government must first see, and do 
whatever it would take to extricate ourselves from surrender to 
UN/NWO one-world tyrannical control, under the UN Charter, 
that we contractually, and traitorously sold out to in the 1945 
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treaty agreement with the UN.

       As bad as Eisenhower's independent, unauthorized  barbaric 
actions taken against German prisoners was, so too are many if 
not most of our government's decisions made without 
consideration of the American citizens' right to know, and for 
public opinion to be consulted and seriously taken into account.  
In a republic form of government, who is supposed to be working 
for who?

       President Trump emphatically said in his State of the Union 
Address, Tuesday, Feb. 5 that "we (the United States) will never 
become a socialist nation", but it is evident that in many ways, we 
have developed into more of a socialist, than a peoples' republic, 
and our capitulation to the UN Charter practically etches the 
transformation in stone!  Our leaders must wake up and see the 
self-inflicted trap we are in, and do whatever it takes to get us out 
of the UN, and our powerless slave nation status!       

       Thankfully, we still have our gun ownership rights, so that if it 
takes an armed revolution, that may be the solution, which our 
constitution provides us with, in the event of a forcible attempt to 
dispossess us of our firearms protection.

        We have been put into an impending existential national and 
personal threatening situation, that cannot continue to hang over 
our heads like a Damocles sword, without serious attention and 
corresponding action being taken to extricate us out of the 
documental quagmire, to recover and restore our national 
sovereignty, independence, and freedoms, which we officially lost 
in the 1945 treaty capitulation to UN Charter control.   And, for 
which the UN says it will actively exercise its reign of authority and 
control in 2025.       
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       Note:  Many of the quotations, and much of the information 
in this commentary has been learned from the website, Spingola 
Speaks, a very knowledgeable, well researched and reliable source 
of detailed accounts of war-related political American history, and 
various other subjects.  

Everett Falvey                                                                                                   
efal@comcast.net         
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